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eVolv is a Software Development Kit (SDK)
that helps transform your mobile apps into
state-of-the-art digital platforms.

Here are few of the capabilities that eVolv brings to your mobile apps.

Mobile Customer Acquisition
Driving License

- ID document capture, validation, data extraction using
OCR, Barcode, MRZ
- Selfie capture using live face detection
- Biometric match of selfie against photo on ID document

Biometrics
- Easily add Fingerprint, Face, Voice and Iris biometrics
- Connect to 3 rd party or government databases to verify identity
- Create your own Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS)

Additional Data Acquisition
- Capture any kind of document (Utility bill, Bank statement)
- Capture GPS location on demand
- Read bar codes, QR codes automatically

Video
- Capture a video recording on demand
- Enable video conferencing on demand
- Use face images from the video stream
for biometric matching.

Enhanced Security
****

- Signature capture using touchscreen
- One Time Password (OTP) and Token, Generation and Verification
- Digital Signatures

Machine Learning
Hundreds of thousands of images are used to train
our artificial intelligence platform so that the machine
learns to identify patterns seen in good and bad images.

Multi Biometrics Support
eVolv is the only SDK in the market that supports multimodal
biometrics. eVolv supports the mobile device microphone
and camera for face and voice and fingerprint capture. Additionally,
external fingerprint and iris scanner are also supported.

Account Opening Form
Account Opening Form
Account Opening Form

Omnichannel
eVolv works with iOS and Android native app. It is easily
integrated into your web site and can capture images
using a web cam. It is also available as an API.

Easy integration into your process
eVolv is designed to seamlessly fit into you existing processes
with minimal integration efforts. We provide the integration
documents and a test application. Integrations are often
completed in a single day!

Secure
PCI-DSS certified every year, with quarterly scans for vulnerability
detection and elimination. We are also compliant to the EU
standards for data protection (GDPR).
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